Ultimate Kafue
Being an area roughly the size of Wales, the variety of landscapes, animal and bird life
of the Kafue National Park are unmatched.
The Ultimate Kafue safari allows you to visit the park in depth, travelling from the northern Busanga Plains,
to southern Nanzhila Plains and the great diverse wilderness in between.
You will experience real remoteness, breath-taking river landscapes and encounter wildlife undisturbed.
This 16 day / 15 night safari accommodates you in five selected safari camps and includes a ‘five nights for
four’ stay at KaingU with a selection of special activities, an optional river sleepout or just time to relax.

Travel Dates: 01st June to 15th November
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Ultimate Kafue
Brief Safari Overview:
Start your ultimate visit to the Kafue National Park from Lusaka or Livingstone. A charter flight connects
from/to Lusaka and the transfer to/from Livingstone is done by road.
This ultimate trip through the Kafue National Park will take you to the famous Busanga Plains in the north,
through Miombo woodlands and dambos, following the varied Kafue river system to Lake Itezhi Tezhi and
to the Nanzhila Plains in the south. As the crow flies, you will travel a distance of over 240km from north to
south in one national park.
As the land varies, so do its inhabitants. You will encounter large herds of lechwe, wildebeest, roan and
numerous sightings of the rare wattled cranes in the Busanga Plains. The Miombo woodlands and dambos
provide home to a greater variety of herbivore, predator and bird species. Sable, reedbuck and black
cheeked lovebirds are a speciality around Nanzhila. Large herds of buffalo and elephant are home to the
Kafue National Park and predators found include lion, leopard, cheetah, serval, caracal, African wild cat,
hyena and African wild dog.
You will enjoy the friendly and welcoming people of Zambia and experience the cultures of 7 different
tribes, at five well selected camps, run in an eco-friendly and socially sustainable manner.
The Ultimate Kafue Package takes you three nights to Kasonso Busanga Camp and Musekese, two nights
each to Nanzhila Lake Camp and Nanzhila Plains Camp and five nights to KaingU Safari Lodge.
This package enables you to experience the diversity of wildlife and activities in the great Kafue National Park.
Game drives are the most successful way to encounter wildlife in the open grass plains of Busanga and Nanzhila.
At Musekese boating and excellent walking safaris can be added to your activities around dambo “Eden”.
Nanzhila Lake camp is well situated to visit the release facility of orphaned elephants in Zambia.
Five nights at KaingU allow you to unwind and extend your game & safari experience. Explore the myriads
of channels and islands of the Kafue River in this area by canoe or boat. Spend photographic quality time
on the river; enjoy the 360° view over nothing but nature from the top of Mpamba rock; sleepout in a
Tonga-tree-basket; visit a real rural African hamlet; have time to relax at the little rapids, natural rock pools
or your deck overlooking the river.
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Itinerary
Day 1:

Starting from Lusaka:
Depart before noon with a scheduled flight to the Busanga Plains airstrip in the northern
part of the Kafue National Park (flight time ± 1 ¼ hours). You will be awaited by your
guide and arrive at Kasonso Busanga Camp for lunch. Enjoy your first game drive that
afternoon.
Starting from Livingstone:
Depart Livingstone with an arranged road transfer to the Dundumwezi park entrance gate
(± 3 hour drive) where you will be met by the Nanzhila Plains safari team. Enjoy a game
drive into camp and settle in. Meals & activities will be offered according to your arrival
time.

Note:
Day 2:

1-3rd night:

Following itinerary is when arriving from Lusaka; in reverse for arriving from Livingstone.
In Busanga Plains the focus will be on game drives. Early morning safaris and excursions
in the afternoon with the subsequent night drives to explore the open vastness.
The lions of Busanga are a highlight of the region and the encounters of these cats
moving around the floodplains is something to behold.
The water, fig tree islands and floodplains make for superb birding such as Wattled crane,
Gray crowned crane and many other waders. The Busanga is also home to extensive
lechwe populations and the topography of the land makes for a photographer’s dream!

KASONSO BUSANGA CAMP, Busanga plains Kafue NP
morning / afternoon & night game drives, walking safaris
4th-6th night:
MUSEKESE CAMP, northern sector, Kafue NP
walking safaris, boating safaris, morning / afternoon and all day game drives, birding walks,
photographic hides
7-11th night:
KAINGU SAFARI LODGE, central sector Kafue NP
river cruises, canoeing, nature & rock walks, morning / afternoon and all day
game drives, birding, photographic hides, island breakfasts, - sleep outs and rapids dinners
12-13th night:
NANZHILA LAKE CAMP, mid southern Kafue NP
morning / afternoon and night game drives, walking safaris, birding, visit release facility of orphaned
elephants
3
14-15th night:
NANZHILA PLAINS CAMP, southern Kafue NP
morning / afternoon and night game drives, walking safaris, birding

Itinerary continued
Day 4-6:

Enjoy breakfast while watching antelopes grazing in front of the deck.
The transfer to Musekese Camp is an interesting drive of about 3 hours along the Lufupa
river. At its confluence with the Kafue river you will be picked up by boat and comfortably
cruise & drive to camp (30min.).
Arrive in Musekese with the option of an afternoon activity that could be a game drive or
a boatcruise and enjoy the view from the large deck over dambo ‘Eden’, from herds of
elephant frolicking to the hundreds of puku, keeping an eye out for one of the resident
lion prides in the area.
The next few day is spent exploring the riverine woodlands and dambos of the Musekese
area, where walking safaris are a real highlight of game viewing, while classic game drives
or boating are also an option.
Tasty food will compliment your customized itinerary at Musekese.

Day 7:

Already time to head to your next destination: KaingU Safari Lodge (±4 hour drive, plus
10min boat). Arrive at the lodge in time for lunch by the river’s edge. Discuss with your
guide your choice of activity for the afternoon and enjoy a siesta .

Day 8-11:

With the assistance of your highly qualified guide, daily activities for your stay at KaingU
will be scheduled to suit your needs.
The Lodge is located on a stunningly beautiful part of the Kafue River, with a myriad of
channels, rapids and islands lending itself to a range of exciting river based activities
which include boat cruises, birding, canoeing and river trails.
Morning and afternoon game drives allow you to explore a larger area and encounter
wildlife up close. Seasonal highlights are also the White fronted bee-eater and Meyer’s
parrot spectacles which offer you great photographic opportunities.
From the top of one of the large granite boulders in the Namwala GMA you will get a
360° view over nothing but nature!
A visit to the KaingU Trust School or authentic rural family farm can be organised.
Interested in an island sleep out? Just enquire with your booking.
Kaingu’s renowned bush-gourmet kitchen creates delicious meals using wild picked and
locally farmed ingredients, supporting the local community, and goes the extra mile to
suit any dietary requirements.
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Itinerary continued
Day 12-13: Depart after breakfast heading South to Itezhi Tezhi lake and the new Nanzhila Lake Camp (2-3 hrs).
You will arrive at in time for lunch, followed by siesta and an afternoon activity. After
refreshing with a drink watching the sun set, the exploration continues with a spot light in
search of the many nocturnal animals on offer such as genets, mongoose, serval and lion.
On day two at Nanzhila Lake Camp you will explore with your guide the wildlife that is
found around Lake Itezhi-Tezhi, the Musa River or the mega dambo along the Nkala River.
Nanzhila Lake Camp is ideally situated to visit ‘Camp Phoenix’ the realise facility of
rescued orphaned elephants in Zambia.

Day 14-15:

Breakfast is served in time for your departure to Nanzhila Plains Camp (2 ½ hour drive).
Nanzhila is the only lodge in the Southern Kafue, meaning you have nearly 3000km² of
pure wilderness to yourself.
After you have settled into the beautiful rooms with views over the dambo and enjoyed
lunch, you will head out on an afternoon & night game drive.
In the evening around the camp fire you will plan the next day’s activities with your guide.
Diverse wildlife encounters on game drives and walks around Nanzhila are bound to
reveal a wide variety of species. You will have an excellent chance of sighting at least 12
different antelope species and also stand a chance of sighting other special wildlife
species such as cheetah, wild dog, hyena, zebra and warthog.
In addition to offering near-guaranteed sightings of the Black-cheeked love bird, Nanzhila
Plains is home to world class birding. At least once a week, Nanzhila Plains is visited by a
family of honey badgers leaving chaos and delight in their wake.

Day 15:

Breakfast is served early, before your departure to Livingstone (gamedrive to
Dumdumwezi Gate about 1-2 hours plus road transfer to Livingstone 2-3 hours).
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Kasonso Busanga Camp

Kasonso Busanga Camp
The Busanga Plains is undoubtedly the most famous place for wildlife viewing in Kafue National Park and
Kasonso Camp is located right in the heart of the prime game viewing area, just a 10 minute drive from
Busanga airfield.
Kasonso is an authentic bush camp that provides all the important fundamentals of a comfortable camp
but focuses on the outstanding guiding and wildlife experience.
There are 4 tents, each with en-suite bathrooms and verandas overlooking the plains.
In the central boma area, you will find a comfortable seating area, bar and outside deck which you can use
at your leisure. In the evening listen to the bush stories of your guide sitting around the campfire and
under an amazing night sky.
The Busanga Plains area is perfectly situated to see large numbers of red lechwe, but is also well known for
the big lions, buffalo, elephant, wildebeest and relaxed roan antelope.
Kasonso offers superb wildlife encounters at excellent value for money.
In the open flood plains, the primary focus of activities is game drives. Your guide will take you on early
morning safaris and excursions in the afternoon with the subsequent night drive to explore the open
vastness of the Busanga plains.
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Musekese Camp
Musekese Camp is perched on the edge of a spectacular lagoon hidden away from the outside world. It is located in
one of the wildest and game richest parts of the Kafue National Park, in an area chosen specifically for the positive
impact it would have on conservation as well as to give you the best possible wildlife encounters.
The camp has made a name for itself with expert guiding, exceptional food and phenomenal wildlife viewing. Explore
this game-rich area by vehicle, foot or boat along the emerald green Kafue River.
Musekese Camp has only five chalets, taking a maximum of ten people. There's a minimum of two guides on hand at
any time, which means you are entirely assured of activities taken at your pace and interest.
Rooms at Musekese Camp are spacious and comfortable with all the necessities. This includes en suite flushing
toilets and on-demand hot water showers. All our power requirements are drawn from a well configured solar set up.
The wildlife viewing in and around Musekese is exceptional. Game numbers and the quality of sightings have improved
year upon year thanks to increased protection and concerted habituation by Phil, Tyrone and the team. All the major
predators are present, with leopard and lion very well represented. Elephant herds are always visible in the dry season
months and the plains game is as numerous as it is varied from sable and hartebeest to zebra and puku (puku in their
hundreds!). Birding is top-class, with hundreds of species recorded in and around the Musekese area.
We appreciate that our guests come with a great variety of interests and we have taken care to ensure that the wellmaintained equipment we use reflects that. For the keen photographers we have specially adapted camera mounts
to ensure complete stability for your shots.
Jeffery & McKeith Safaris have also founded Musekese Conservation, a Zambian run Non- Profit organisation, which
provides resources for conservation projects working across the Musekese-Lumbeya area. The primary focus is to
establish law enforcement and research initiatives that contribute to the preservation of wildlife and communities
within the Kafue National Park.
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KaingU Safari Lodge
Set in an area of pristine wilderness and at the most stunning section of the Kafue River, KaingU Safari Lodge
provides a unique stay for travellers wishing to get closer to the unspoilt Africa, experience the warm and welcoming
people of Zambia and enjoy wildlife and scenery of the Kafue National Park undisturbed.
Our experienced guiding team (4 guides to a max. of 16 guests) and large range of guided activities enable you to
have a tailored safari experience. Enjoy viewing wild animals, birds, river and landscape on driving and walking
safaris, on river cruises or while canoeing. Seasonal parrot- and bee-eater spectacles, island breakfasts, sleep outs
and rapids dinners complement your stay. Our unique section of the Kafue River and Park provide the perfect
backdrop for this diverse range of activities, unmatched in the Kafue.
Set on raised individual private wooden decks, each overlooking their own piece of the Kafue River, KaingU Safari
Lodge comprises six boutique tents with en-suite bathrooms, indoor showers and an open-air shower or bath. The
tent's additional thatched roof provides extra shade. Our Finfoot family house consists of two bedrooms, two ensuite bathrooms plus outside showers and a central lounge opening onto a private deck overlooking the river. It’s a
perfect spot for a couple with children, or a small group of friends.
Our Tonga-treebasket provides a unique sleep out.
The lodge is built with minimal impact to the environment, run in an eco and socially sustainable manner.
A great asset to the area be it providing training and employment to the communities around the national park,
providing additional income by purchasing as many goods locally as possible, supporting the local community school
and contributing to the protection of wildlife in the area.
Personal attention to each and every guest makes you feel at home instantly. KaingU’s renowned bush-gourmet

kitchen creates delicious meals using wild picked and locally farmed ingredients, and goes the extra mile to
suit any dietary requirements. KaingU is a place to unwind and be spoilt with an abundance of activities or, if you
prefer, just relax and feel the heartbeat of Africa.
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Nanzhila Lake Camp
The location of Nanzhila Lake Camp is very private and in a prime game viewing area of the Southern Kafue.
The three tented chalets are situated along the tree line at the mouth of the Musa River where it enters
Lake Itezhi-Tezhi and give guests an unobstructed outlook of the shoreline ahead which has a constant flow
of wildlife. The stunning view only gets better as the season goes on exposing fresh grass and the grazers
and predators follow them.
Comfortable beds with mosquito nets are complimented by a large en-suite bathroom and vanity area and
expansive covered verandah for midday game viewing.
As with Nanzhila Plains Camp, the rooms at Lake Camp provide an authentic bush experience with
comfortable facilities but the focus being more on what’s happening outside the rooms! The Smith Family
attention to detail and focus on warm hospitality is again evident throughout Lake Camp.
Don’t be surprised to hear buck crunching twigs underfoot or the ripping sound of branches as elephants
strip the trees close by.
The open floodplains and shorelines around the edges of Lake Itezhi-Tezhi and Musa River as well as the
mega dambo of the Nkala River make for a stunning wildlife experience. Here, the large herbivores like
elephant, buffalo and hippo are more common and the variety of species differs from the northern Kafue.
Nanzhila Lake Camp is well situated to visit ‘Camp Phoenix’ the realise facility of rescued orphaned
elephants in Zambia.
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Nanzhila Plains Camp
The Nanzhila Plains are seasonally flooded grasslands with scattered tree-islands in the southern part of
the Kafue National Park. The area is best known for its lush woodlands of Miombo, Zambezi Teak and
Mopane, the beautiful plains and the Nanzhila stream that runs through it. Nanzhila Plains is a must for
those intrepid travellers wishing to experience life off the beaten track.
The spacious main lodge is a raised, grass-thatched structure (called an insaka) with a beautiful teak deck.
Elevated above the Nangandwe pool, it comprises a lounge and dining area, bar and verandah. An
adjoining communal open-air fireplace is a great gathering place in the evening, where stories are
exchanged under the stars.
The three Nanzhila spacious chalets and three safari tents, all well-furnished and en-suite, have beautiful
views over the dambo and the gauze windows allow all the wonderful sounds of the African night to reach
you clearly!
Game drives and safari walks around Nanzhila are bound to reveal a wide variety of wildlife and bird
species including 4 out of the Big 5!
You have an excellent chance of sighting at least 10 different antelope species within the area including
sable, roan, defassa waterbuck, lichtenstein's hartebeest, kudu, eland, wildebeest, common reedbuck, oribi
and duiker, to name a few.
In addition to offering near-guaranteed sightings of the Black-cheeked love bird, Nanzhila Plains is home to
world class birding with a bird list of over 500 species strong.
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The Kafue National Park
Covering an area of 22,500 km², Kafue National Park is the 2nd largest in Africa and comprises many diverse habitats:
it is travered by the Kafue, Lufupa, Lunga and Luansanza Rivers. The adjoining peaceful stretches of riverine
vegetation, dambos and wetlands, extensive miombo woodland with seasonal floodplains and swampland in the
very north and south.
Owing to this varied habitat, Kafue is blessed with one of the highest diversities of mammals of all national parks in
the world (158 species). Wildebeest, puku, red lechwe, Defassa waterbuck, reedbuck to name a few, and roan, sable
or oribi sightings are not uncommon either. There is a high density of lion, while leopard are common in the central
parts; species like cheetah and wild dog are seen too. The birdlife is also spectacular. Over 515 species of birds
inhabit the park and surrounding areas - from wattled and crowned crane, saddle billed stork, ground hornbill, Ross's
turaco, African finfoot and Pel's fishing owl.
Only after some time here in the Kafue will you realize what is missing – other game drive vehicles, people and boats.
It truly is one of the last wilderness areas of Africa. The Kafue National Park offers with game drives, excellent
walking safaris, canoe trails, boat cruises and wonderful relaxation an unforgettable safari experience.

Busanga Plains
The Busanga Plains are arguably the most known area in the Kafue National Park. Having said this, it is also very
remote and only accessible for three to four months a year, when the water levels finally drop after the rainy season.
The Busanga Swamps is a papyrus-covered wetland that gives way to the vast floodplain of the Busanga Plains,
seasonally-inundated grassland dotted with tree-islands hosting wonderful specimens of sycamore fig. At the
beginning of the season the plains are crowded with bird-life and sightings of lions, often crossing the water
channels, are not rare. Large herds of red lechwe and puku are a common sight, together with oribi and resident
roan while zebra, wildebeest and sable use the fringes of the plains.
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Ultimate Kafue
15 DAYS 14 NIGHTS SAFARI
INCLUDING TRANSFERS*

from

$9,054
PER PERSON

Availability & Cost: June & 1-15th November 2023: USD 9,054 per person
July to October 2023: USD 10,254 per person
Duration:
15 nights Kafue NP: 1st-3rd night:
KASONSO BUSANGA CAMP, Busanga Plains
th
th
4 -6 night: MUSEKESE CAMP, dambo ‘Eden’
7th -11th night: KAINGU SAFARI LODGE, Kafue islands & rocks
12th-13th night: NANZHILA LAKE CAMP, Itezhi Tezhi Lake
14th-15th night: NANZHILA PLAINS CAMP, Nanzhila Plains
Includes:
Accommodation, sleepout at Kaingu, transfers*, meals & snacks, local drinks, laundry
service, activities, 10% service charge, Kafue community and conservation bed night
levy, Kafue National Park entry fees
Brief notes: •
•

Rates are in USD per person, sharing. Enquire for Single supplement details.
*Arrival & Departure option included in above rate:
one way air transfer to or from Lusaka/Busanga and road transfer from or to
Livingstone/Nanzhila, as well as all road & boat transfers between camps.
• Self Drive options available. Enquire for rates and itinerary.
• Rate inclusions: as listed above.
• Rate exclusions: premium drinks, international airfares, travel insurance, entry visas, etc.
For reservation & booking contact Lynda: reservations@kaingu-lodge.com
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Notes, Terms & Conditions
•
•
•
•
•

•

Child policy: children under 16 years: 50% off if sharing with 2 adults; regrettably no children under 14
years allowed.
A comprehensive medical and travel insurance including medical evacuation before arrival is
recommended.
Reasonable physical condition is recommended for the canoeing and walking safaris.
Bookings made on provisional basis must be confirmed within 60 days with 30% deposit. All lodges
included in this package reserve the right to cancel any booking that is not confirmed within this
period.
Full payment is due 6 weeks prior to arrival.
Cancellation fees apply:
01-30 days prior to arrival: 100% of due payment
30-60 days prior to arrival: 50% of due payment
60+ days prior to arrival: 30% of due payment
Meet and Greet Service at Lusaka Airport is available (extra cost).

For reservation & booking contact Lynda: reservations@kaingu-lodge.com
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